
Beginner Bridge                                                            NG34Bridge 

Lesson 6: Opener rebids in a new suit 
 
 
Opener’s choices of rebid after a new suit response 
 

 

1. Support partner's suit 4+ in that suit  (last lesson) 

2. Bid NT balanced 

3. Bid a new suit 4+ in the second suit 

4. Rebid long suit 5+ in the suit 

 

2. Opener rebids a new suit – showing an unbalanced hand 

After 1 – 1  

2 new suit 12-18* 
3 new suit 19+ 

  

* This is a wide ranging rebid by opener. After 1 – 1–  2/2♦ responder should strain to make a 

bid with a good 7 points or better as game is possible if partner has 18 points 
.  
Reversing (this is an improver level topic – see separate handout)  
If opener’s second suit is higher ranking than her first suit  and has to be made at the next level 
(known as a ‘reverse’) then opener needs 16+ HCP to bid it. This is because if responder is weak 
(e.g. has just 6 HCP) and hates opener’s second suit then she will have to show preference for 
opener’s first suit by bidding it at the 3-level, which is too high of opener has 12-15 HCP- the 
partnership would have just 118-21 combined points.  

For example: 1♦ - 2- 2 - 3♦. Opener needs 16+ HCP for her 2 bid. If weaker opener would to 
rebid her diamonds or support partner’s spades.    
 
The barrier: Opener’s first bid in a suit sets an imaginary barrier exactly one level above her bid. 
In the example below opener’s 1H opening bid sets a barrier at 2H. Opener needs 16+ HCP to 
make a rebid that is above this barrier.  
 

                              
 
 

Note: In the sequence 1♦ - 1 - 1 opener’s second bid (spades) is not a reverse. It is higher 
ranking than her first suit (diamonds) but is at the same level so promises just 12+ HCP.  


